Lesson Booking Regulation of Life1 Clubs
Operator of Gilda Max Fitness Clubs:
Gilda Fitness FM Limited Liability Company
(company seat: 1033 Budapest, Flórián tér 6-9. 3rd fl., trade registration number: 01-09-990318, tax number:
24097545-2-41, hereinafter referred to as: ‘Operator’)
Gilda Max Fitness Clubs:





Gilda Max Flórián; address: Budapest, Flórián tér 6-9. 3. em, H-1033
Gilda Max River Estates; address: Budapest, Váci út 35., H-1134
Gilda Max Hermina Towers; address: Budapest, Hungária krt. 162-166, H-1146

The Lesson Booking Regulation aims at determining how places may be booked for the group
lessons delivered according to the timetable published on the online interfaces of Gilda Max Fitness
Clubs and in the Clubs.
General rules
Entry to the sports areas of Gilda Max Fitness Clubs is only permitted with a valid daily ticket or
season card.
Participating at group classes is possible with those valid daily tickets or membership that licence
the group class participation.
Guests first entering shall be obligated to fill in the Registration datasheet made available through
the online interface of Gilda Max Fitness Clubs or if the online interface is not accessible then at the
reception to state that they accept the content written in the Policy of Life1 Clubs and acknowledge
that the employees of the Operator may check the observation thereof.
In the course of registering through the online interface guests have to give their contacts so that
they may be informed of future group lesson bookings, the cancellation of bookings and any other
changes in the schedule. Guests deciding against receiving information in e-mails have to take note
that Operator cannot assume any responsibility for any inconveniencies or losses due to lack of
forwarding information on the events initiated by guests through the online interfaces. In this case
guests may only look at their bookings for group lessons and the transactions made by them in
their personal accounts created on the online interface of Gilda Max Fitness Clubs or may require
information from the personnel of Gilda Max Fitness Clubs.
The guests can mark independently from the above information if he/she intend to receive
newsletters containing information about special events, news, promotional offers.
Group lessons may be booked on the online interface (www.gilda-max.ccom) of Gilda Max Fitness
Clubs after creating the a personal account.
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After the personal account is ready guests may book places for the lessons announced in the
timetable of Gilda Max Fitness Clubs in advance as follows:
-

Check the timetable of the selected location. Click the sign in button under the time of the
selected class, log in and click on “Next button”.
If your booking is successful you will see a green pipe on the screen and receive an
automatic email if you registered for emails before.
If the class if full, the green pipe won’t appear, the system doesn’t accept the request.
Your schedule can be managed in your account, on Schedule tab. For cancellation click on
“X” button.

-

The system automatically notices whether the client has membership or not. In case of
occasional membership pass we deduct one occasion upon signing up for a class.

-

The deadline for cancelling the booking free of charge is 1 hour before the start of the given
lesson. If bookings are cancelled by guests in the personal account before the
aforementioned deadline, then the cancellation has no consequence.

-

If our guest book lessons online, but do not cancel in time or do not cancel at all meanwhile
do not participate at the lesson, we suspend the online booking possibility for 1 week.

-

In case of occasional membership the deducted occasion will be available for booking a new
class maximum 24 hours later than the originally booked class began.

-

Arrival at the booked group lesson: minimum 10 minutes before the start of the lesson.

-

Bookings for the given lesson are released 10 minutes before the given group lesson and
guests staying in the Club may take the free places in the order they arrive. If guests are
late for the previously booked lesson, they may only participate at the lesson if there is a
free place when they arrive. No complaints may be accepted in relation to this.
Upon stepping into the classroom our guest has to swipe his/her Gilda Max club card at the
scanner. If the guest has valid right to participate at the lesson, the scanner will light in
green. The participation at the lesson can be possible only in this case.
Before starting the lesson the coach shall check additionally whether or not guests arriving
at the lesson are entitled to participate at the lesson, if necessary then by means of a rollcall. In order to identify the personality, the coach is entitled to look at the magnetic card of
guest, who shall be obligated to present the same.

Entry to and training in the aerobic and spinning rooms are only permitted in the proper sports
outfit (sports shoes, T-shirt, vest, top, sports trousers). Training half nakedly, wearing slippers or
sandals or barefooted is not permitted. Using any outdoor shoes is forbidden. The aerobic coaches
and managers working in the area of Gilda Max Fitness Club are entitled to draw the attention of
visitors to the proper use of the suitable sports outfit.
The coach is entitled to prohibit guests arriving after the start of the lesson (maximum 10 minutes)
from participating at the lesson – to avoid any risk of accident and the disturbance of other guests.
The Operator reserves the right to modify the timetable and change the coach.
Budapest, 1 November 2018
FITNESS VISION HUNGARY Kft.
as operator
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